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Editorial:
Plastic
Radicals
Well, UNM's little band of alleged
"radicals," erstwhile members of the
intelligentsia, have started the year
off· as expected-by making silly
asses of themselves.
Tuesday night at a fund-raising
rally for the Vice President of the
United States this well-known band
of 50 ran around in front of the
Civic Auditorium screaming the
standard obscenities and trying to
provoke a confrontation with the
bored police. But when the police
shoved a few of them back and,
looked cross-eyed at the others the
"demonstrators" proved the strength
of their convictions by retreating and
leaving entirely after a few more
minutes of vulgar fulminations.
If this impressed anyone they
aren't saying.
The whole episode would have
made good slapstick comedy if it

weren't so unfortunate. It's
unfortunate that the real radicals,
and even the honest liberals, have
allowed this puny, analphabetic
cabal to usurp honest action and
questioning in favor of shouting
obscenities. (The Lobo is not
opposed to the occasional use of a
dirty word, but we do believe the
educational 8ystem has failed when a
supposedly college-level student is
totally unable to express
himself-even occasionally-in some
other manner.)
It is disconcerting that, at a time
when strong, forthright, dedicated
radical leadership is needed, a few
naive, publicity hounds have filled
the "leadership" vacuum.
Instead of confronting the police
and sappy Spiro solemnly and with
conviction these latter-day jesters
spent the evening trying to get on
television and rapping with national
pressmen about how sincere they
are. The antics of Tuesday evening
were composed of unadulterated
plastic, perpetrated by plastic
figureheads. These people do not
deserve the label of radical and can
only be called liberal in the worst
po'ssible sense, the worst possible
meaning, of that word.
Don Burge

Orts:
Getting To
A Nunnery

had an opening, so C. went to check
it out. The following conversation
took place: GEEK house head: "Do
you have relatives?" C.: "Maybe."
G.H.H.: "Did your father fight in the
Peloponnesian War?" C.: "Yes."
G.H.H. "Do you know anybody in
the IWW?" C.: "The What?" G.H.H.:
"Did you ever pee in the Baltic
Sea?" C.: "Yes." G.H.H.: "Do you
wet your bed?" C.: "Yes." G.H.H.:
"You're in! I must tell you however
By SAM CARON
that we have a special Hello Week in
My friend Joseph C. had a rough which we meet new roomees. One of
time finding a campus habitat this. our traditions is that you will have to
year. After frustrating all the usual take an ice bath with all the other
methods, C. heard that a close friend new roomees while we stand around
was moving out of his place. C. was and whip you with our wet
told that he would have no trouble if noodles." C.: "Adios."
he would go to the apartment at
C. finally heard of an opening in
4:32 a.m., give the secret knock, say
the secret word, and a duck would Yale Park. At the park he was met
come down with $100. by a long hair who said, "Like man,
Unfortunately, someone who do you own a sleeping bag?" C. said
overheard the conversation that he did. The long hair then asked
sabotaged C.'s car and got the C. what he thought of V.D. and C.
said, "Out of sight, out of sight."
apartment.
Finally, the long hair asked, "Are
C. next tried the inane Table you a student?" C. said that he
View, slightly better than not living wasn't. Immediately a large crowd
at all. He knew the situation was began yelling, "Right on brother,
really bad when he discovered that right on.
even the Table View was full.
And so C. lives in Yale Park,
Gamma Epsilon Epsilon Kappa happy at least until the first bust.

unrelated to the scope of the
football program.
conflicts with several documented
statements gathered by a Lobo
Again quoting from the Regents'
reporter.
Statement of Policy, page 7, section
If the freshman football team was
6 paragraph (a), subparagraph (iii),
ordered to appear at Agnew's
"Physical abuse, the threat of
welcoming party, someone must
physical abuse, or intimidation of
have done the ordering. And, of
any person on campus or at any
course,
it would not only be
University-authorized function or
interesting to find out who did the
event, or other conduct which
ordering, but what penalties the
threatens or endangers the health,
team was threatened with if they did
freedom of action, or safety of any
not
appear.
such person" by "any member of the
The administration and the
University community-student or
legislature have expressed concern
member of the faculty or staff-who
about alleged "political
commits or attempts to commit any
indoctrination" within the
of the following acts of misconduct
classrooms of the University. Er>th
shall be subject to appropriate
parties-the
legislature through the
disciplinary procedures and
Legislative Universities Study
sanctions," (section 6, paragraph
(a)).
Committee, and the Regents through
Several freshmen football players
Since the coach, in this instance, met not only Spiro Agnew, but the Statement of Policy-have
also has violated the Regents' interim several anti-Spiro demonstrators at condemned blatent political activity
measure, it is encumbent upon you the airport Tuesday. There was a by professors in the classroom.
(The following letter was sent to to take action at this time. Such
It is now time for the
University President Ferrel Heady.) action is prescribed on page 8 of the small confrontation between the administration to put some action
football players and the
By ROBERT U. ANDERSON
Regents' Statement of Policy, under demonstrators about differing where its mouth is. The Lobo calls
for a full administrative investigation
section 6, paragraph {b),
I want to bring to your attention a subparagraph (ii), "any member of political ideologies. Aside from the into the activities of the freshman
situation whih demands the the faculty or staff who violates any nasty ramifications of any potential football team at the airport on
imposition of censure, warning, of the rules set forth in section violence between the athletes and Tuesday, Sept. 15. If the freshman
disciplinary probation or dismissal. 6(a)(i) through section 6(a)(xi) shall the demonstrators, the football coach is found guilty of using his
On Sept. 15, 1970, a football be subject to censure, warning, players apparently were ordered to team as a political tool, proper and
player at UNM, as reported in The disciplinary probation, or dismissal." appear at the airport by their coach. complete action must be taken
The freshman football coach has
Lobo on page 3 (Sept. 16), stated
I, sir, await your prompt action on denied that he required his team to against him, in keeping with the
that the rea>on he was attending the this matter.
Regents' Statement of Policy.
"welcome" Spiro. His testimony
arrival ceremony for Vice President
Sarah Laidlaw
Spiro Agnew at the Albuquerque
Sunport was, "Because the coach
told us to be here."
'Attention, Please. This Is Your Guard Speaking. We Can Promise You A Very Pleasant Flight... If You Obey
I maintain that this coach has by Orders!!'
his action violated not only the 1940
Statement of Principles on Academic
Freedom of the American
Association of University Professors
(AAUP) found in the Statement of
Policy adopted by the Regents on
Aug. 8, 1970, but also the Rights
and Responsibilities statement
subparagraph (iii), paragraph (a),
under section 6 found on page 7 of
the Regents' Statement of Policy.
Paragraph 5 (page 3 of the
Regents' Statement of Policy) says,
"Faculty should fulfill their teaching
responsibilities with full recognition
that the use of the classroom as a
forum for indoctrinating rather than
educating students or for the
introduction of matter remote or
unrelated to the scope of the
particular course or seminar violates
the professional standards set forth
in the 1940 Statement of Principles
on Academic Freedom of the
AAUP." The football coach clearly
has violated these professional
standards, . especially regarding the
introduction of matters remote. or
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A Minuteman Answers the Call
DePugh Trial Opens Monday in District Court
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By MICHAEL BLAKE
The tangled trail of courtroom
appearances for America's most
prominent Minuteman, Robert
DePugh, will open its next chapter in
Albuquerque on Monday when the
controversial leader of the country's
most reactionary group goes on trial
for alleged violations of the 1968
Gun Control Act.
Captured with DePugh was his
"executive assistant," Walter Peyson,
28. Both men were arrested on July
12, 1969 near Truth or
Consequences, N.M. by the FBI
agents they had managed to elude
for 18 months.
DePugh's troubles with the law
started in Kansas City, Mo. more
than a decade ago but it was not
until he founded the Minutemen, (a
gun-toting para-military outfit) in
1960 that his troubles really began.
In 1965 DePugh was charged with
kidnapping two women in Kansas
City to "use sex as a weapon to
blackmail communists." The charges,
however, were dismissed.
1966 Arrest
Dedication and zeal in procuring
firearms resulted in arrest and
conviction in 1966 when DePugh
was found guilty of transferring and
manufacturing weapons without
bothering to register or pay taxes on
them. The 47-year-old father of the
Minutemen was sentenced to four
years in the federal penitentiary,
posted an appeal bond and promptly
evaporated.
FBI agents closed in on DePugh
again in 1968 and he was indicted
along with eight other "patriots" for
conspiring to rob several Seattle,
Wash., banks. The FBI said DePugh
intended to use the money to bolster
his organization which calls itself
"America's last line of defense
against Communism." But DePugh
and his "assistant" made themselves
scarce when it came time to stand
trial and a nationwide search for the
two was begun. Meanwhile, the seven
remaining Minutemen were tried and
convicted.
1968 Arrest
Somehow DePugh managed to get
himself arrested and convicted still
De Pugh
again in 1968. This time he was
sentenced to a year in prison on
charges of transporting a pistol from
Des Moines, Iowa to Kansas while
from the house DePugh and Peyson
under indictment on charges of
rented
in Williamsburg would have to
possessing bombs and bombshells.
be called impressive. Included in the
Once again he disappeared.
list
which could have supplied an
DePugh disappeared (with Peyson)
army were: More than 100 rifles and
to Williamsburg, N.M., a rural hamlet
guns,
fuses, kegs of powder,
near Truth or Consequences. For 18
camouflaged clothing, maps, a
months the two men traveled
printing
press, bows and arrows
extensively using the Williamsburg
(modified to carry grenades), several
hideout as a home base. While at
homemade silencers, a land mine,
home they busied themselves with a
three radio transmitters (two
number of tasks which included
receivers), two sets of dynamite
stockpiling of all kinds of
charges, 25 cans of cyanide gas, two
instruments of destruction, cranking
tire busters, six pipe bombs, 1000
out propaganda for other "patriots"
feet of primacord and bombs
around the country, and authoring
containing dynamite, nails and
six new Minuteman training manuals.
blasting caps.
Apprehended
The FBI also turned up two steel
DePugh once said that any
cages equipped with sleeping pads
well-trained Minuteman could outwit
and chemical toilets. The cages
and elude the FBI "forever" but he
apparently had been used to
and Peyson were finally apprehended
discipline out-of-line Minutemen and
by G-Men after about two weeks of
women.
steady shadowing. DePugh attributed
Weapons Mania
his capture to over-dedication. "We
DePugh's mania for collecting
worked so hard for the organization
weapons was spawned by his
that we disregarded our own safety,"
anti-Communist
thinking which he
he said.
disseminated through pamphlets,
Since his arrest in New Mexico
training manuals and other assorted
DePugh has argued continuously that
printed matter.
he is innocent on the basis that, as a
A Minuteman recruiting manual
member of the reserve military, he
warns: "When murderous
has a right to keep and bear arms.
Communist bands come roaming
But the list of armaments DePugh
through your community they must
has hoarded goes much beyond what
not find a lazy, disarmed people
a regular citizen would harbor.
waiting like lambs fot the slaughter;
Weapon Inventoty
they must find instead a vigorous
The inventory of weapons taken
and well-armed civilian population."
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Peyson
DePugh believes that Communist
infiltrators in the federal government
intend to turn the country over to
the Soviet Union by 1973.
-,
"The timetable is being rigorously
followed," he says.
Robert Bolivar DePugh is a bizarre
political practitioner by any
standards but his biographical
background gives little indication of
anything but a purely American
upbringing.
Anti-Clin1atic
The Albuquerque trial is bound to
be somewhat anti-climactic because
of DePugh's long list of punitive
obligations around the United States.
It could very well be DePugh's last
public appearance for some time
and, although DePugh says other
Minutemen have been trained to take
over for him, the possibility of
further confinement for DePugh will
probably destroy what little steam is
left in his movement.
DePugh has gotten off before
though and will defend himself for
the first time after boning up on law
for the last year during his stay in
the federal penitentiary at
Leavenworth, Kan.
U.S. Dist. Court Judge H. Vearle
Payne will preside at DePugh's jury
trial which is scheduled to begin at
10 a.m. Monday and could end the
career of one of America's most
publicized figures. The Lobo will
·cover DePugh's trial in full.
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·Kanowitz Urges

U 18-Year-Old Registrants
Could Face Felony Charges

Rights Passage

'Liberation of Women Will Lead to Liberation of Men'
By PAT McARDLE
(Editor's Note: Leo Kanowitz,
law professor at UNM and author
of "Women and the Law: The
Unfinished Revolution", testified
in support of the proposed equal
rights amendment before the U.S.
Senate Judiciary Committee on
Sept. 11.
Kanowitz has just returned
from a seven-month sabbatical in
Europe where he has been
investigating recent developments
in the legal status of women. In
the following interview he
~omments on his European
observations and on his remarks
before the Senate concerning
women's rights.)
'
LOBO: In your book you
suggested that the adoption of the
equal rights amendment would
have little effect on many court
rulings concerning sex
discrimination, because courts
would base their decisions on
functional rather than sexual
differences. What caused you to
change your opinion?
KANOWITZ: I didn't really
change my opinion. I cautioned
against any excessive hopes that
the equal rights amendment
would suddenly transform judicial
attitudes in this area. I've said that
if the courts were properly
~~n t e r p r e t i n g
ex ist ing
constitutional provisions such as
the equal protection clause in the
14th amendment, there would be
no need for the equal rights
amendment. I cautioned Congress
that if they adopt the amendment
they ought to make it clear that
they do not thereby intend for
the Court to shirk its
•.•.··.··"··.····
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responsibility in interpreting
existing constitutional provisions.
I suggested that I hoped that the
equal rights amendment would
become what I call a
constitutional redundancy.
LOBO: Irl your recent study of
law-based sex discrimination in
Western Europe, did you find
their courts behind or ahead of
the U.S. courts in" recognizing the
legal rights of women.
KANOWITZ: As far as actual
law in concerned, first of all
there's a whole area that I haven't
made the basis of my study,
namely the situation in the
Communist countries of Eastern
Europe. Ever since the
establishment of the socialist
regime in the Soviet Union there
has been a principle of equal
treatment without regard to sex as
a constitutional matter. In spite of
great progress that has been made
in this field in those countries
there is still a tremendous
carry-over from prior attitudes
with regard to the household
responsibilities. Many women,
though they have increased
employment opportunities, find
that they are continuing to
shoulder all the responsibilities
within the home as well, and
they're working themselves to
death.
Sweden is in a class by itself, in
which without the aid of
constitutiona1 provision,
remarkable progress has been
made in improving the status of
women in the society or as they
say in Sweden, "in having a more
rational allocation of sex roles in
society."
LOBO: What is the possibility
of the Supreme Court waiting for
the ratification of the Equal
Rights Amendment if it is passed
in Congress, before acting
positively against sex
discrimination?
KANOWITZ: What might be a
real danger is that while
ratification is pending, the
Supreme Court would be
confronted with numerous
challenges to existing sex
discriminatory laws and practices
that will be based upon the equal
protection clause of the 14th

amendment, not the equal rights
amendment, but existing
constitutional provisions, and the
due process clause of the fifth
amendment. The Court would be
tempted to say since Congress has
determined such an amendment
necessary, then we will not
interpret existing provisions so as
to bring about the requested
reforms.
I think the danger can be
overcome, and this is what I
suggested: that Congress, when it
adopts the e qua I rights
amendment, make it clear in the
legislative history, that it does not
intend for the Supreme Court to
be I ess vigorous in its
interpretation of the equal
protection clause, and the due
process clause.
LOBO: In your remarks to the
Senate committee you referred to
the confusion that could result in
interpreting Resolution 231 with
regard to present compulsory
military service for men. Do you
feel that with certain
interpretations this could be
extended to include women?
KANOWITZ: Let me say that I
feel that this is one of the most
difficult areas in the field of sex
•
discrimination. A reasonable
reading of this resolution insofar
Leo Kanowitz
as the military service area is
concerned, was to interpret it as males only, and to leave females That is, despite its serious
requiring the present exemption immune in the society. It is not at shortcomings including its
for women be extended to men. If all inconceivable that if the draft apparent support for the war in
this was the way it was is accepted as a permanent part or Vietnam, the labor movement is
interpreted, I personally would a necessary part of our national still a progressive social force in
not be disturbed by it. I think the
life that the principle of equality our country and the idea of
draft is a pernicious phenomenom without regard to sex may require equality with regard to sex is
in American life, and we ought to that women be subjected to this basically a progressive social idea.
do away with it.
same intrusion into their personal
According to all reasonable
The next question that comes lives.
expectations, organized labor and
up is: would either the equal
LOBO: You have stressed organized women's groups ought
rights amendment or the existing repeatedly the importance of to be allied around this question.
constitutional provisions require correcting our ideas concerning One of the things that's kept them
women to be drafted? This is a overtime wages and protective apart is the confusion about the
highly complex question. The labor laws. Do you think that effect equality of treatment in
thing that I would really organized labor will cooperate in this area would have on protective
emphasize is my personal
this change of attitude?
labor laws.
opposition to the draft as a social
KANOWITZ: One of the
institution.
things I sought to achieve in my
New Mexico Lobo
On the other hand, if we accept testimony before the committee
the idea that the draft is there,
was to dissipate what I think is a
Vol. 74
No.6.
then we have to grapple with the lot of unnecessary confusion
Box
20,
University
P.O.,
UNM,
question of whether it is about the potential effects of the
Albuquerque,
N.M.,
87106
reasonable for government to
equal rights amendment upon the
Editorial Phone ( 505)
interfere with the personal lives of state protective labor law area.
277-4102, 277·4202

Mexican Independence Day March
Ends in Police Blockade, 4 Arrests
A celebration of Mexican
Independence Day at Rio Grande
High School Wednesday, ended in
shambles after police arrested four
of the participants.
The four arrested non-students
were Santiago Maestas and his
wife Yvonne, Paul Marquez and
Robert Contreras. Those arrested
were riding on a truck with sound
equipment. The police blockaded
the march and arrested only the
four on the truck.
The defendants were
handcuffed by police and charged
with disrupting the peace,
resisting arrest, refusing to obey a

Offer good
on'Jy
Sept, 17-18
1970

law officer, obstructing traffic and
inciting a riot.
Earl Potter, the defendant's
lawyer, said the four were not
leading the processing and they
were only helping the students
organize the celebration.
Potter said, "The truck was not
the first vehicle. There were
others in front of it. The students
marched along the side of the
road, while other cars were at the
front and rear."
The celebration started outside
the campus of Rio Grande High
School and proceeded towards the
El Mastizo Cultural Center,
Gilbert Miranda, principal of
Rio Grande High School said
"They (the defendants) stood
outside the campus and beckoned
the students to join the march.
Only 75 or 100 of the 2200
students enrolled in school joined
the march."
Bench warrants were issued
Thursday for Santiago and
Yvonne Maestas after they failed
to appear in yesterday's court
hearing of the event. Marquez and
Contreras asked permission to
enter their plea at 11 a.m.
yesterday.
All four of the defendants are

members of the Black Berets. The
Black Berets are one of several
organizations that helped with the
celebration of Mexican
Independence Day. A
prepresentative of the Black
Berets has called a press
conference at 4 p.m. today to
discuss the incident.
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John Salazar, Independent New
Mexican Party (INMP)
gubernatorial candidate, said
Wednesday evening that "Mr.

John Salazar

Finney, of the Democratic Board
of Registrars in Santa Fe, has
threatened to file suit against
every 18-year-old who was
registered by the INMP registrars
at UNM this week."
Salazar, speaking to about 20
students durh\g a "Voting Rights
'70" meeting at the Union,
reported Finney as saying
completion of a voter's
application by anyone not 21 or
over was a felony. However,
Salazar said he had assured Finney
the INMP would be legally
responsible for the provisional
18-year-old registrants if Finney
did file charges.
Salazar said he hoped Finney
would press charges in order to set
a statewide voting rights
precedent, but that it now appears
unlikely a suit will be filed.
Salazar was in Santa Fe to refile
the INMP candidates slate for the
November elections when he
spoke with Finney.
Besides registering 18 to
20-year-olds provisionally,
21-year-olds were also registered
by the INMP from Monday

Proposes Land Grant Review

PCP Backs Old Treaty

I
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Wilfreda Sedillo, People's poor people's party. And people
Constitutional Party (PCP) are getting poorer all the time,"
candidate for governor, said Sedillo said.
Turning to education, Sedillo
Wednesday that if elected he
would want a complete review of quoted the state constitution
the land grant problem in New requirement that all public school
teachers in the state be proficient.
Mexico.
Sedillo, in a Mexican in Spanish. "The most important
Indepettdence Day interview, said characteristic of man is language,"
he would tell the federal said Sedillo.
"The chicano has taken a
government what is happening to
the citizens of New Mexico with second place in the state's society
respect to the treaty of because the anglo has forced him
Guadalupe-Hidalgo and ask the to speak English. If elected, I
state legislature to study the would require all teachers to be
situation which has oppressed the proficient in Spanish or Navajo,
within a set time period-perhaps
chicano for 130 years.
The treaty of Guadalupe· six years."
Sedillo believes the state should
Hidalgo guaranteed the holders of
keep
up with the most modern
Spanish land grants in the
American Southwest, the legal educational methods and
facilities, with more emphasis
deeds to their land.
The 53-year-old Sedillo placed on the role of the
contends that if the U.S. Hispanics, chicanos and Indians in
government would fulfill its the settlement of the West.
The PCP, said Sedillo, realizes a
obligations to the
Hispanic-American citizens of change is coming all over the
New Mexico, it would eliminate, world, "Therefore, our slogan is
"almost overnight," the poverty 'All Power to the People' and I
believe that students are people,"
of the chicano.
When asked why the two major he said.
With respect to the national
parties had not pushed for
enforcement of the treaty, Sedillo guard incident on campus last
charged their gubernatorial May, Sedillo said, "Students have
candidates (Pete Domenici and a right to say what they want. Let
Bruce King) with "neglecting this, the people speak. It is guaranteed
because they are tied into major in the first amendment."
"If I'm elected governor,"
corporations which now own the
Sedillo continued, "there will be
land covered by land grants."
He emphasized that the PCP direct communication between
would soon become the majority · myself and students. I'll listen to
party in New Mexico. "We are the every student."

Frye Boots
Olympic Sports
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through Wednesday in the Union
lobby. If Salazar wins a Sept. 25
district court voting-rights suit,
those 18 to 20-year-olds presently
registered through the INMP may
vote Nov. 3.
Lorenzo Tapia, INMP attorney,
spoke on the legality involved in
the 18-year-old vote. He said
when Congress made Jan. 1, 1971
the effective date for the national
18 to 20-year-old vote, 10 million
young Americans we~·e
disenfranchised from voting in
this fall's general elections.
"Congress," reported Tapia,
"said many of today's
18-year-olds are immature. But
the 18-year·old vote is already in
Georgia and, Kentucky, a
19-year-old vote in Alaska and
20-year-olds can vote in Hawaii.
These states are perfectly happy
with the below-21 voters."
Tapia said 81 percent of
today's 18-year-olds have a high
school diploma as compared to
only 50 percent of those in 1940.
Beyond this, he said 50 percent of
the 18 -year-olds in 1970 are
enrolled in college.
Tapia continued, "66.8 percent
of the 18 to 19-year-old males and
49.3 percent of the females were
involved in the national labor
force in late 1969." He said the
amount of taxes withheld from
payrolls of those within this age
group should be enough to urge
Congress into an immediate
18-year·old vote.
The statistics of those in the
armed forces below 21-years-old
were more dramatic.
"Sen. Edward Kennedy,"
concluded Tapia, "reported that
30 percent of those presently in
uniform in Vietnam are between
18 to 21 years old. And 19,000,
or about half of those killed (since
the Vietnam war began) were
below 21."
Tapia believes 75 percent (or
7 50,00 0) 18 to 21-year-olds
would register immediately if the
vote were granted nationally
before Nov. 3.

By United Press International

Direct Election Amendment Dead
WASHINGTON-The Senate struck a hard and maybe fatal blow
Thursday to a constitutional amendment to make everybody's vote for
president count the same.
Although the action came on a procedural question-to kill a
filibuster-it definitely weakened if it did not altogether work chances
for electoral reform in time for the 1972 elections.
With a two-thirds majority required to stop a Southern-led filibuster
against the _amendment, proponents of reform could muster only 54
votes to cut off debate against 36 votes to continue it-six votes short,
Most opponents of the amendment say it would give excessiVe
electoral powers to a few of the most populous states and negate the
influence of the small states.
Sens. Birch Bayh, D·Ind., and Howard H. Baker, R-Tenn., chief
sponsors of the amendment, immediately vowed to carry on the fight.
"We have an obligation to exhaust every remedy ... to get this issue
to a vote. I'm not just going to roll over and play dead," Bayh said.
His hope lay in one !)f two courses: persuading the Southern bloc,
aided by some small state Republicans, to let the issue come to a vote
on its merits after further debate; or to switch some of the senators
who refused to force a halt in the debate through cloture.

Johnson Assails Agnew
WASHINGTON-Federal Communications Commission member
Nicholas Johnson Thursday assailed Vice President Spiro T. Agnew for
blaming song writers and singers for promoting drug use while the
Republican Party, he said, accepts contributions from corporations that
profit from the drug culture.
In a speech before a group of foreign service officers of the U.S.
Information Agency, the Democratic member of the FCC took issue
with the Vice President's remarks Monday in Las Vegas that
entertainers, parents, broadcasters and the press are helping to foster a
spreading drug culture in the nation.

OPEN RUSH

ALPHA PHI OMEGA
National Service Fraternity
Facul1y Lounge Room 129

Thursday, September 24, 197Q
New Mexico Union

Popejoy

HaU

AND THE CuLTURAL PROGRAM COMMITTEE
PRESENT

t

THE CLASSICS THEATER
PRODUCTION OF

THE MERCHANT
of
VENICE

•

September 24, 25,26--8:15 P.M.
Special Matinee September 25-3 : 15 P.M.
Tickets $3.00, $2.50, $2.00
Students with Activity Cards
lj2PRICE

Special Faculty/Staff Rate

Abundant life is yours .•.

1/2 PRICE

so LET
College & Career
fage 2

IT
.Sundays 9:30AM

HAPPEN
123 Broadway, S.E.

2931 Monte Vista N.E.
On the triangle

2931 Monte Vista N.E.
On the triangle

Tel. 277-3121
"ITITITIT.J.
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2 Ethnic Studies Programs
Examine Cultural Problems

Black
S+udies
UNM's newly instituted
Afro-American Studies Program is
moving today from its temporary
Mesa Vista Hall location to 1812
Las Lomas. With the move go the
continued efforts of Charles
Becknell and his staff to org<lnize

a comprehensive program aimed
at education of whites as well as
blacks.
As the program's director,
Becknell sees establishment of a
permanent Afro-American
department as essential to the
long range goals of black students
at this University.
''Whites need the education
more than blacks and for different
reasons," Becknell said. "Whites
are causing the problem. They
need to take a look at themselves
and decide what they should do."
Becknell, a former
Albuquerque High School teacher,
took the co-ordinator's post
because he feels his own
effectiveness in helping his people
lies with the college students who
will go out and re-educate the
society. "From the University I
send out 30 people who will teach
two or three hundred kids a
year," he said. The present
educational system has
re-enforced the society by turning
out more products of the same
society. If we change attitudes of
whites as well as blacks, and make
them culturally sensitive, they can
change the attitudes of the kids."

kapy karner
High Speed XEROX COPJES-Sc;-:_No limit
special ratesfor dissertalions-requhed paper supplied free
locations in Winrock Center,
SIMMS BUILD lNG other
National Building & 120 Madeira NE

You'll never taste
acolder beer.

Governor's Committee: A Whitewash?

Becknell, who helped set up a which led to the establish.ment of
b I a ck studies program for UNM's chicano studies center,
drop-outs at the Street Academy says a report by the Committee
in Harlem and another program at on Minority Problems.
The proposal, authored by
Cornell University, said, "We are
UMAS
member Felipe Gonzales,
trying to establish an academic
put
forth
five essential needs: 1)
program where majors and minors
in Afro-American studies can be "To bring about an identity
offered. We have initiated a awareness among chicano
tutoring program to see that every students; 2) Promote social
black student who sets foot on functions that manifest the
this campus graduates and leaves richness of chicano culture, 3) Aid
with a commitment to help his any chicano student who may
experience adjustment problems
own people."
Asked about militancy, during his or her stay at UNM, 4)
Becknell replied that "militancy Rectify any injustices forced upon
has its place, perhaps as the only "Mexican people by either the
thing white society has responded community or the University, and
to, but Afro-American studies is 5) Further enhance the chicano
an academic program, not a way of life through pride in
political program. Talk to BSU for chicano heritage.
During the summer of 1969 a
that side," he concluded.
Of the 170 black students at special committee charged with
UNM, about 15 are enrolled in investigating problems faced by
Becknell's course, "The Black minority group students at UNM
Experience." The class surveys assigned Gonzales the task of
African origins, social-cultural drafting the chicano studies
institutions and expressive black proposal. The proposal was then
submitted to the administration.
traditions.
The administration failed to
Problems facing the program
respond
and UMAS felt some type
include a limited budget and a
lack of qualified teachers of of new proposal was necessary.
Afro-American subjects. ''I have "This caused some confusion,"
assessed support among the said Gonzales. "We did not know
faculty for the eventuality of a where they (the administration)
permenant department," Becknell stood on the proposal, if they
said. "So far the response seems were behind it or not."
UMAS next submitted the
favorable."
name
of Dr. Louis Bransford as
Becknell wants the
tentative
director for the
Afro-American studies program to
proposed
chicano
studies center.
assist students in every aspect of
their collegiate life and to prepare "The administration favored the
them for the world outside. appointment and Bransford
"Assistance is our keynote," he assumed his duties in January,
said, "and success hinges on the 1970. The program was underway
use of the facilities and except for one point. It had been
assumed that the director would
programs."
implement the proposal. "Instead
the administration said we would
have to play it by ear until funds
could be raised," Gonzales said.
The question of funds was
The intentional obliteration of brought before the ASUNM
Mexican-American ancestry and Senate. After a heated debate,
heritage and the forced $6200 was appropriated to cover
assimilation of Anglo ideals, by a general expenses during 1970-71.
conquering Anglo society were
"The biggest obstacle and the
the foundations for the proposal one always thrown up in our faces

Chicano
Studies

is the issue of money," Gonzales
said. "We've made it plain that
this program is an intricate part of
the University and should be
funded by the state. The response
was that we could turn in a
budget for 1971-72."
The current chicano studies ·
curriculum consists of three
courses each carrying three credit
hours. Offerings include "Special
Educational Problems of the
Mexican-American", "La Raza",
formerly history 283 and
"Chicanismo, con temporary
Mexican-American society."
The center also offers tutoring,
counseling and recruitment.
However, due to lack of funds,
volunteers must be found to
operate the programs.
The future promises a chicano
library offering contemporary
chicano works, periodicals and
historical documents.
Richard Griego, the center's
present director, hopes to develop
chicano studies into a complete
academic department within the
next two years.

Ad Hoc Committee

Cold-Brewed 8-B-B-Ballantine
P. Ballantine

&

Sans, Newark, Now Jcrsoy

Attention International
Students and Language
Groups!
You are invited to ioin the INTERNATIONAL STUDY GROUP.
This is a chance to meet with other International students for fellowship, fun, and thought provoking classes. The International
Study Group meets at the Youth Center of the First Baptist
Church, 123 Broadway, SE on Sunday mornings at 9:30
Free Bus Transportation. Bus schedule: Coronado Hall, 9:05;
Hokona Hall, 9: 10; and Baptist Student Center, 9:15. Return to
campus at 12:10. Look for the green bus with "First Baptist
Church" sign.
-··

Faculty to Review Regents' Policy
An ad hoc committee to
coordinate examination by several
faculty organizations of the
Regent's interim statement
covering standby hearing
procedures and Presidential
emergency powers was appointed
by the Faculty Policy Committee
(FPC) Wednesday.
The ad hoc group, with
representatives from the
Academic Freedom and Tenure
Committee, the all-University
governance committee, and the

UNM chapter of the AAUP, will
make recommendations to the full
faculty, which if approved would
be forwarded to the Regents.
The Regent's Policy, passed
Aug. 8, allows the University
president to suspend or dismiss a
faculty member in a declared
"state of emergency" on campus.
The interim policy, also
provides for an interim hearing
board to be used if the Student
Standards Committee is tardy in
conducting its hearings or is

.

Ben's Barbershop
&
Hairstyling

Coloring
Straightening
Men's Full Wigs
For Appointment Call

255-4371
Ron, Tom, Ben At Your Service
2914 Central S.E.

255-4371

"failing or likely to fail" in the
performance of its functions. The
policy also lists acts such as
blocking of classrooms, or
intimidations of University
community members that
comprise disruption of campus
living.
Committee members named
yesterday are Wilson Ivins,
chairman, Marion Cottrell, Paul
Davis, Harold Drummond, Peter
Prouse, Albert Utton, and Henry
Weihofen. Three student
observers, Bill Pickens, James
Mulcock, and Frank Gorham,
from the all-University
Governance Committee will sit in
on the ad hoc group's
deliberations. The group may also
add two members at its discretion.
No date has been set for the
committee's report but action is
expected soon.
The FPC also began preliminary
discussion of the Weihofen
Committe<~ report on interim
governance policies. The FPC, as
the facu!Ly's steering committN•,
will fotward the document to the
full body with a "do" or "do not
pass" recommendation.

By SARAH LAIDLAW
Gov. David F. Cargo has a poor
image with New Mexico students.
Cargo wants to do something to
better his image, and the image of
a red·tape-ridden bureaucratic
state government. Cargo created a
student committee to
public-relation students into
thinking that something is being
done to make the system more
responsive to youthful voters.
Whitewash
An experienced observer (who
does not wish to be named due to
close connections with the
committee since it was started last
May after the student strike), feels
the Governor's Student
Committee will not last past the
November elections. The observer
also said the committee was never
intended to do more than better
Cargo's state-wide image and
anesthetize students into thinking
that, since the state supposedly
does want to find out how
students feel, and what students
want, there should be no more
need for campus unrest. "It's
meant to keep the kiddies
occupied, and inflate the egos of
some student campus
bureaucrats."
In other words, the committee
is a whitewash, used only to cover
up real student problems.

Duke Duquetter, UNM's GSA
vice president and the
committee's coordinator, couldn't
disagree more.
No Whitewash
Duquette said the committee
isn't a whitewash because there is
political backing for it in both
parties, and because there is a real
need for more communication
between the governor and state
students. Committee member
Tom Tomlinson, who is also a
UNM student, said the whitewash
charge is "a typical response," but
steps are being taken to insure
that the committee will not fail.
This summer a resolution was
passed to delineate the
committee's goals. They are: 1)
To provide articulation with the
state governor, including the
executive and legislative branches,
2) to insure communications with
citizens, 3) to enhance
inter-school communications and
4) to provide a basis for positive
programs of action."
To get off on the "positive
programs of action," the
committee has broken into five
subcommittees. The first will
probe student unrest, and, said
Duquette "possibly" suggest steps
the state can take to stave off
further unrest. A student-to-stu·
dent committee will attempt to

Prank Dramatizes
Housing Shortages
ONE BR, cottage type, $75
plus utilities near UNM.
277-4236 before 5 p.m.
ONE BR, $90 fireplace, pine
paneling, near UNM,
277-2626 before 5 p.m.
TWO BR, $85, foul." blocks
from UNM, 277-4041 before
5 p.m.
Looking for a place to live? A
home to call your own? How
about a one bedroom cottage, $75
a month? It sounds too good to
be true and it was.
The three advertisements above
appeared in yesterday's
Albuquerque Journal. They must
have seemed like the answer to a
prayer for the hundreds of
students combing the area for
housing. The ads were so
irresistable in fact that over 300
people called the 277·4236
number only to hear, "President
Heady's office, may I help you?"
or "Dean Smith's office" or "Dr.
Lavender's office."
It seems that a socially-minded
prankster placed the three ads,
seeking renters for non-rentable
housing. The houses are real, but
all three are rented.
Vice President for Student
Affairs Harold Lavender
commented, "It was a busy day at
the telephone. We have had about
200 calls, the majority of which
were sincere. It is an interesting
commentary on the numbers of
people who are desperately
seeking housing."
Sherman Smith, vice president
for adminstt•ation and·
development, thought the prank

to the College and Career department. Look for the
green "First Baptist Church" bus on Sunday mornings. Bus
schedule: Coronado Hall, 9:05; Hokona Hall, 9:1 0; and
Baptist Student Center, 9:15. Return to campus at 12: 10.
It's free, of course.

Complete line of tape recorders, amplifiers, receivers, record players and
speakers.
All Sizes and Prices
Come by and see our custom sound room for optimum comparisons

SALES
5003 Menaul NE
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SERVICE
Open 9-7

Fri. 'til9 PM

268-4227

From
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YOUR
PHOTO
ON 100

STAMPS
ONLY$1.

Send ns any photograph
•.. black & white or
color, of yourself, your
family, friends, pets,
anything •.• and we'll
send you 100 gummed,
perforated, stamp-sized
pictures. You'JJ find
many uses for them .••
seal or sign your letters,
identify books and records. Usc them for datebait, or just for fun.

m
m
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To get your 100 photostamps, simply cut the
name Swinglinc from
any Swingline package.
Enclose photo (which
will he returned) with
cash, check or moneyorder for $1 and send It
with the coupon below.

FINAL RECORD SALE
all albums to go .by Saturday

It's easy! Buy a

Swingline
TOT Stapler

Hendrix. Donovan,
John Lee Hooker, Dylan,
Baez, Mayall, BS&T,
Dr. John, Magic Sam,
The Doors and many
More •

This is the END
11 0 Dartmouth S. E.
(including 1000

255·8980 open till 7:00 pm

FREE .Caples and
carrying pouch). Larger
;ize CUB De1k Sraplcr
or CUB Hand Stapler only $1.69.
Unconditionally guaranteed. At
stationery, variety, ond book stores.

c::;-~." fNC.
32 00 SKIHMAfl AI'ENtJ[.

lONG ISlAND CITY, NY. llJOt

1r--------------~,
Swing1ine Phnto~'itatnp. Dept. 111
I
I P.O.IJ<J' 1125, Wood,idc. N.Y. 11377
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I
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Get ready for the weekend. Men's Dunham's
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governor every time there is
trouble on a state campus, or
rapping with Cargo about the
state of his health. "The
committee wants to be better
than a government information
center," said Tomlinson.
But whether or not th~
committee can carry out its goals
and be an effective
communications bridge between
the state government and students
is another matter. The observer
was very pessimistic about the
committee, saying there are
already state agencies set up to
handle problems such as ecology
and inter-school communication.

Brotherhood of Life

- ..........................

STEREO SOUND IS OUR SPECIALTY

News Analysis

Duquette said the political
make-up ranges from
"ultra-conservative to some pretty
liberal people," and thus everyone
has someone's ear. "The
committee is rept·esentative of a
large number of students,
including women, men, chicanos,
<lnd blacks. They were picked at
random, and it came out more
random that I thought it would,"
Duquette said.
The University has more
members on the committee than
any other state school-five-followed by Highlands, with three
re presen ta tives. Other schools
have one or two representatives.
The members themselves
appear optimistic about the
committee's worth. Tomlinson
said the committee will be used
because "during the strike the
student voice was heard in a
revolutionary fashion. The
politicians don't want it to
happen again."

was unnecessary to make the
point. He added, "Quite a bit of
time was wasted."
ASUNM and GSA leaders,
when told of the prank, said that
during conversations with the
UNM administration this summer
concerning the shortage of
student housing facilities, top
administrators asserted there was
no demonstrated need for student
housing.
ASUNM President Eric Nelson
said he hoped this meant a
student movement was developing
to pressure UNM to sponsor the
construction of low-cost student
housing.
For most homeless students it
was just another day in the
scramble for shelter, ending with
frustration.

...~.....
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The state agencies not only have
official sanction, said the
observer, but they have official
money.
Won't Give Funds
"Unless the governor wants to
appropriate executive funds, imd
he won't" the committee will fail,
the observer said. If the
subcommittee on student unrest
finds the state is doing something
which would instigate unrest
rather than squelch it, "the
governor isn't going to want to
hear about it. He doesn't like to
have his feathers ruffled."
One problem the observer
anticipated from the committee's
outset was the lack of authority
vested in the committee. No
pro.visions have been made to
make it an official standing
committee, although Duquette
said gubernatorial candidates Pete
Domenici and Bruce King have
sa.id they would continue the
committee if elected.
The observer also said the
committee members cannot
adequately judge whether or not a
student grievance should be heard
by the govemor. "If a student
goes to a committee member with
a grievance, the committee
member decides if the governor
should hear it or not. Who arc
they to judge whether or not a
student has a legitimate gripe?
Political Spectrum
Problems such as that might be
cleared up by the political
spectrum and numerical count of
the committee members.

--'

FUN
AND
FELLOWSHIP
Ride the "green one".

organize the schools so
communication is more open
between the state's seven
campuses.
Public Relations
A third committee will handle
public relations by "putting out
articles about the good things
students are doing," said
Duquette. Student lobbies will be
coordinated under the fourth
committee, "so that more
pressure can be put on the
legislature," said New Mexico
Western University representative
Bruce Lanier. The fifth committee
will work on ecology.
The committee obviously isn't
sticking to simply talking to the

Rhodes
AN
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1-0 Will Sure Look Better Than 0-1
Seven UNM football players,
including defensive stalwart
Rodney Wallace, will take the
field at University Stadium at
7:30p.m. Saturday to begin their
last year of football at UNM.
Iowa State University's
Cyclones will furnish the
competition for the Lobos, and a
crowd expected to reach 23,000
people will be on hand to witness
the Wolfpack's season opener.
Cyclone Head Coach Johnny
Majors' sophomore-studded team

ISU on Schedule
Lobo Picks
For Three Years

is expected to be led by George
Amundson, a 19-year-old
quarterback from Aberdeen, S.D_
Amundson is 6-3 and weighs 210
lbs.
The Lobos, under Head Coach
Rudy Feldman, are slated to start
seven seniors Saturday night, as
well as 13 juniors and two sophs,
Lester Belle and Fred Henry,
Junior college transfer Nate
McCall will be seen for the first
time by Lobo fans as he will start
at halfback.

The Lobos' opponents
tomorrow night, the Iowa State
Cyclones, appear on the
Wolfpack's schedule for two more
years. For those unfamili!lr with
the facts about the school, here is
a quick summary:
Location-Ames, Iowa
Enrollment-19,770..
Colors-Cardinal and Gold
Nickname-Cyclones
Conference--Big Eight
Head Coach-John Majors
(Tennessee '58)
Coach's record-6-14
Offense-! formation
Defense--4-3
Lettermen retuming-31
Lettermen lost-17
Mascot-Cy, the Cardinal
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Henry Noe
Offensive Tackle

Mike Carpenter
Tight End

First Baptist Church
College-Career Department
101 Broadway NE
9:30a.m. each Sunday

Lobo basketball coach Bob
King suffered another setback in
bis hopes for the upcon.ing season
when Harv Catchings, a 6'9"
junior college recruit decided not
to enroll at UNM.
Catchings, who played his ball
at Weatherford Junior College in
Texas is expected to return to the
junior college ranks for one more
year of competition_ Since last
season Weatherford JC has given
up basketball.

Mich., 28-14

Mich_, 14·7

Mich., 34-12

Mich_, 35-10

Colorado St. at Arizona St.

ASU, 21-7

ASU, 17-14

ASU, 41-24

ASU, 31-24

BYU, 28-0

BYU, 24-7

BYU, 26-10

BYU, 21-17

UTEPat Utah

UTEP, 15·14

Utah, 21-10

UTEP, 31-18

Utah, 28-17

Air Force at Wyoming

AF, 21-7

Wyo., 21-7

Wyo., 24-21

Wyo., 17·10

Brigham Young at West. Michigan

..

Earlier in the summer King
announced that the Lobos had
lost freshman recruit Roy Ebron,
a 6'9" high school All-American
from Norfolk, Va. Ebron had
signed a tender to attend UNM,
but because of scholastic problems
he could not get in.
Despite the loss of Catchings
and Ebron, King will have two
junior college transfers on the
squad, 6-7 Mike Faulkner from
Lamar in Colorado and 6'4"

PaUL NEWMaN

as

Harold Little from Compton
Junior College in California.
The Lobo basketball squad will
open formal practice on Oct. 15,
with 13 players. The first game
slated is Dec. 1, against the
University of Colorado at
Boulder.

COOL HaND WKE

Drive-In

"The best film about collegiate youth since "The Graduate"! It
says more, means more and will affect more viewers than just
about anything else around!"

One Block South of Central

On Yale

"Elliott Gould has established himself as king of the cool
people!"
-leonard Harris, CBS TV

Jay Morrison
Safety

Sam Scarber
Fullback

Jerry Buckner
Defensive End
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Different Types
Of Hamburgers

CO•STMRING

FOX WINROCK

Doors Open 7:00 p.m-

and Other Sandwiches

2 SHOWS TONITE!

THEATRE

Tool

7:30& 9:45

Plus
Shakes & Cold Drinks

GEORGE KENNEDY· J. 0_ CANNON .,,., '""~ ·"" ......, -"'<"'' ...,.. •"d JO VAN FLEET ~
scroenplay by DONN PEARCE and FRANK R. PIERSON - ~retied llr STU.\RT ROSENBERG til
Froducod llrGORDON CARROLl

TECHMICOLD!r PAIIAYISIOII" FROM WADER BROS. ·SEYEA ARTS

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word mini-

mmn ($1.40) per time rtm. If nd Ia to

run five or more consecutive da.Yli with
no ehanges the rate is r(!duced to Gc
per word and thl! minimum number ot
words to 10-

WHERE: Journalism Building. Room
159. n!l<!rnoons preferably or maiL

NEW MEXICO LOBO
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

ClaBBified .Advertising
lJID[ P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
TERMS: Pn:vmcnt must be mnde in {ull prior to insertion ot ndvert!sement-

TWO lOCATIONS:

Ernest Mallory
Cornerback
Potent Offenses
"Offenses everywhere are so
potent these days that you can't
count on keeping the score
down,'' claims Bob Weber,
Arizona coach, "You have to go
out and get some points on the
board yourself it you plan to
compete."

1)

PERSONALS

5)

FIGHTING THE EST.ABLISHMENi' the
lesrnt wn.y i!l expensive. Di.qpositiona m!l-Y
run $5,000. Help the bnyoncU.ed strike v,lc-

tims-donntfnns return('(} when we wm.
Send to: "llloody I•'ridnyu c/o Attorney
Levy, 3624 Mcnnul NE. 0/23
THUNDFJR.Illltn~-UNM's creative literary
nod nrt rnnrrnzin~-·now ncccptinr.- staff
applications. Rm. 205 Journalism lllclg.
NoTICE: ALL CLASSI!irmn ADS mu;tb,;
In by 3 p.m. to run the foHowJnsr tlay._
COLr,EGE
DAlHi~:iiSHOP
new
hours: MWFSnt R:30-5:41i, 'rTh 11:30·
6:45,243-0003. 303 Anh NE. 9/21
TWo MED.STUDENTs;;-;.d cocct~;;k
dinners in exel1nttk<' for free ~how nnd
good com!lnnt. Cnll Clmclc or !\!ike nt 2660200, 0/18

INN

INTERROIIANG--ci;;i~ii;;-n C~lcbrnuo;;-;;f
Hopo-Snturdny cvenfnsw 11:16 p,m.,
Alumni Chapel. 9-18 _

At the Circus

2)

The Marx Brothers

Repair & Maintcmtncc
on all foreign cars

7 & 10 p.m.

floreign Car Specialisls

1.0. Required
50¢

333 Wyomiug lllvd. NE

265·5!'l01

Free Estimate~

NEW MEXICO LOBO
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SBRVICBS

Oil! SIIAN'lil:,~i '"' tur~-y~u ,,~·,_;;-;;-rr;;
tnCldltntfon, uwnr~ncfl~. N(IW rlnn!1r!1, nt.u ..
dent rntos. YOGA, 3219 llurton SN 2Gli·
4900. 0/23
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FOR SALE

RATES: 7¢ per word, $I .40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's IOwords 5 times)

WINCHF.STER. 30-06 rlfie, bolt action, recoil pad, tu.pped (or scope, good rendition
$75. Call 877-3737 after 5 pm. 9 /18

1967 YAMAHA, 50 «- Good condition, $1~0
or best offer. Call 277-3967 or Write
Lnv.una Hall, Box 497-

-

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement

THREE BimROOM DRICK HOUSE with
tlrt'plnce. ThrC'e bloelts from e.nmpns.
Present loan 5%
$15,000, Cnll Stephen
247-2545 or note to P.O. Dox 4186, Albtt·

r,:..

CLASS IFICA TIONSi
1. Personals
5. For Sale

que~~a--~------------

1946 .JEEP, GREAT SHAPE. CJ2A old
cJn.-:;.q]c tnodcf. 4w drive, ilUtornatic hubs.
roll bnr, tow bar. Cnll Jon nt 265-9218.

2. Lost & Found

6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

BEA UTl!o'UL, all white, fluffy Malamute-

Great Pyrenees llllPPY for sale. $35. Cnll
256-0688 after 5 p.m. ( 4 months old).
9/21 .

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT _ _ TIMES STARTING _ __

200 USED 'rV''s-all sty].,, $15 up. 441
Wyoming NFJ. _255-5987.10/0
~~~~~~~~---~---
MAT,E HI~I.P WANTED. Apply in Person.
Dcr WiNwrsrhnitzcl, liP.lO Mc'nnul.

AMrrf·rimis~tnrricd

couplca--Jmrt-tirrte
money. 247-3170. 0/23
lU:I,l' WAJ:.i1;tm--..;,nlc, ~nrt-llmc, Apply
in pcrBOn at. Dcr Weinerschnitzcl, 4201
Centrtll Ave. N~:. 9/18

worT,, l•'ull

tim~

ENCLOSED$._ _ __

SJo:RVICN

247•:H02. 0/22

Uft!Ycroily. 2Gt.-31Rl. 9/25

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

106R SUZUKI T200 motorcycle. $250. Excellent condition, Rlchnrd-247-4124 any.
time. (:'!../2:.:1:___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _---:--

LOST & FOUND

lWirO SCAm;, rod &""gray,-on-.-cn_m_p_us 9/14.
Sentlmcn tnl vnluo. Hcwnrd. 242-_60~
l•'OUNT>: STttllZO:NT ID No. 361-34·8496
Ilnvld II, Phillips, Pick UJ> In Rm. 206,
J ournulimn.

Starring
Friday, Sept. 18

~Uf\"t.

G

518 CENTRAL S,W_ ALSO
6616 CENTRAL S.E.
255-0892
(ACROSS FROM FAIRGROUNDS)
Minimum Age 21 Years Old
Proof of Age Required

518 Central S.W.
Ph. 243-0033
Movie Continuous-Lobby Book
Store> New Open. Adult Books,
Magazines, Smm Film
Open 7 am to Mid nile
Quarter Arcad<>
Admission $4.00 (Movie)

("What
we've got
ASUNM Film Committee
here is
Sat. a Suu.. 7:oo a to:oo p.m.
a failure to
SOc plus Student m
communicate. "J

to1, UloASIA I'IC'IIIRU

GOULD· BERGEN

The UNM Women's Tennis
Team will compete in four
different states this season and
will sponsor a tournament in early
October, The Lobo was informed
yesterday.
An organizational meeting will
be held next Monday at 3:30p.m_
in room 15 of Carlisle Gym, All
women interested in competing
for the team are urged to attend.
Plans for the Roadrunner
Intercollegiate Tennis
Tournament will be discussed.
The meet will be held Oct. 8-10 at
the UNM courts.

EROS
ADULT THEATRE

_

ELLIOTT

Women s Tennis
Sponsors Tourney

·""·
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Arizona at Michigan

"It's bold, outspoken, rough, explicit, suggestive, realistic!"
-Archer Winsten, New York Post
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ASUNM Film
Committee

NM, 20-14

-Bernard Drew, Gannett News Service
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NM, 32-28
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NM, 24-14

Paul
Fleck

Jumbo Jacks

1

;~·..

I NM, 10-7

Andy
Garmezy

'

~-i:.-::;
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to the College and Career department. Look for the
green "First Baptist Church" bus on Sunday mornings. Bus
schedule: Coronado Hall, 9:05; Hokona Hall, 9:1 0; and
Baptist Student Center, 9: 15. Return to campus at 12:10.
It's free, of course.

I

IIowa State at New Mexico

Lobos Lose Second Cager

Sports

A Study
Of the Existential Question
From a Christian Standpoint

ctF>r,)lr_';;·:n
U UL~\._/L '~

Series record with the
Lobos-The two teams have met
twice and the series is tied at 1-1.
New Mexico defeated ISU in
Albuquerque, in 1965 10-9, on a
nine-yard run by Carl Bradford
and a 2 5 -yard field goal by
Mickey Williams. ISU scored on a
61-yard pass from Jim VanGalder
to Tom Busch and a 23-yard field
goal by J. Balkovek.
Iowa State defeated the Lobos
in Ames, 17-12, in 1967 after ISU
had taken a 10-0 halftime lead_
Lobos scored on passes from
Terry Stone to Emilio Vallez
(three yards) and Ace Hendricks
(14 yards). ISU scored on runs by
John Warder and Les Webster and
a field goal by Vern Skripsky.

ltoger
Ruvolo

.

Rodney Wallace
Defensive Tackle

~os

Ride the "green one".

• • •

Don Burge
and
Michael Blake

~--

·----
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SHAin> DRilliNG !rom Snntn I•'c? Lenve
tticsstlgc on law school bulletin bonrd.
!'ntty Hunt. 0/18
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.Letters:
Letters are welcome, and should
be no longer than 250 words
typewritten, double spaced.
Name, telephone number, and
address must be included.
Names will not be withheld
upon request,

Protests Article
To the Editor:
This is to protest the article
written in the Thursday, Sept. 15
issue of The Lobo. The article was
spurious and unfounded. I was never
interviewed by The Lobo. The day
Casey Church came to discuss the
lunch program I suggested that she
wait until we had more information,
Since then I have not seen or talked
with Miss Church.
Moreover the Child Care Center
did not open on Monday, Sept. 14.
Nor are the figures of 50 children
and 10 infants correct. I would
suggest that if The Lobo is seriously
interested in doing a story on the
Child Care Center and our
difficulties with our lunch program
that they conduct a serious and
responsible interview.
Louise Billotte
Director, Child CAre Center

nonaction concerning the visit of
V.P. Spiro Agnew.
Mr. Burge seems to believe that
spouting of rhetoric comparable to
Agnew himself is better than action.
If more of the "real radicals" were
concerned enough to get off their
collective ass and move maybe we
could be more effective and
profound in our actions.
The 50 people who did show up as
a reception committee for Mr.
Agnew were frustrated and
concerned. Many were slightly
concerned at the absence of radical
"leaders" in the community. Just
where in the hell were all the
concerned liberals Mr. Burge speaks
of in his editorial? They have proved
themselves to be just as concerned as
the so often spoken about "silent
majority." It seems as though these

misty leaders are not aware of the
fact that you do not lead from the
back of the crowd or over a glass of
beer at Okies. But as far as that goes,
no one who was there claimed to be
a leader either, and still do not.
As for the lack of collegiate
expressiveness on. the part of this
"well known" band. It is a simple
procedure, as everyone knows, to
petition the government on behalf of
the people. After all, haven't we
been regarded for our dissent of the
last few years? Look at all that
progress we've made, kids!
Mr. Burge has voiced his opinion
on whom he feels the plastic radicals
are. Many other people feel that the
plastic radicals are those who dress
or speak radically and support
radical movements as far as their
mouths. If Mr. Burge doubts the

sincerity of anyone it should be this
faction.
It is indeed a pity that Mr. Burge
is a victim of the same pointless
rhetoric that is used by Agnew in his
campaign of divide and conquer.
George Skinner

l
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Unbridled Propaganda

I

' lr

To the Editor:
Is it necessary that The Lobo
publish such unbridled propaganda
such as that by Skip Ball and by·
Dave Brands in the Sept. 14 and 15
issues? Although you cater to a
minority of unlearned, self-righteous,
moral hypocrites, you are financed
($50,000+) out of general student
fees, and have no right to continually
assault the intelligence of the
University community.
Paul Craig Roberts
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Back of the Crowd
To the Editor:
The "real" radicals of UNM,
including the erstwhile Mr. Burge are
to be congratulated on their likewise

John Froines, the subject of this
article, was one of the Chicago 7
conspiracy trial defendants. He was
found not guilty of conspiring to
incite riots, or crossing state lines to
incite a riot. Froines spoke at UNM
during the conspiracy trial, and while
many people became familiar with
his name during the trial, he has
In fact, he may request another
since faded out of the limelight. The
following article explains what leave of absence, although the
Froines has been doing since his
chances are small, he claims. But if
the eight Black Panthers on trial in
release. ·
BY GIL JOHNSON
New Haven and New York are not
Reprinted from the Oregon Emerald
freed by the time school begins,
Now that John Froines has been Froines said there was a possibility
assured he can teach chemistry at the he would take another leave and
University of Oregon again this fall,
work on the Panther defense
he's not so sure he wants to.
committee, as he has done this
University of Oregon president summer.
Robert Clark, in a report released
Oregon Gov. Tom McCall also
before school opened, concurred released a statement about Froines
with a committee recommendation before the start of school. In it he
that no charges be filed against explained to the public the reasons
Froines, an assistant professor of why Froines is able to stay, while he
chemistry. Clark said a more asserted that the chemistry professor
equitable courses would be to permit "has engaged in conduct which is
Froines to return to the University contrary to the best interests of the
"without prejudice."
system and inconsistent with his
But in a press conference before continuation as an employe."
the term began, Froines reiterated
McCall added, "As a public
the statement that started all the official, I feel a sense of frustration. I
public reaction against him: "Come know what should be done, but
September, if the war is not over, if there is no legal way this can be
the Panthers currently on trial are accomplished."
not freed, if there haven't been some
"I cannot do an illagal act even if 1
changes made, no school in this . believe I am doing it for a good
country should be opened. Every purpose. If I did, I would be
school should be shut down."
embracing the philosophy of those
The Conspiracy 8 member said radicals and anarchists who justify
that one part of a nationwide any means to achieve an end which
mobilization against the war in they consider just."
Indochina will be a call for a
This means the governor is waiting
nationwide student and faculty for Froines to step out of line once
strike from the first day of fall term. rnore.
.
"I will support a strike on this
"If Dr. Froines should return to
campus if it is called," he said.
his teaching post this fall," McCall
He also indicated he would said, "He is on notice that new rules
support disruptions: "If it takes of conduct will be in effect and that
disruption to end the war, so be it." he must conduct himself as a

John Froines:

Fading In Again
.responsible member of the faculty.
Failing to do so, he will be subjected
to immediate disciplinary action
under these new rules."
In response to McCall's statement,
Froines said, "McCall is running for
governor this year. It's obvious he
has made the decision that I'm a
political issue in the campaign, and
that political repression against me
will result in his election."
Oregon Rep. Stafford Hansell,
who Jed the move to fire Froines and
once called him "a real black eye to
the state," said he was "disappointed
but not too surprised'' at Clarks
decision to rehire Froines.
U!1iVersity of Oregon Chancellor
Roy Lirruallen said he did not
believe the state board of higher
education would review the case.
Board Chairman George Layman has
echoed this view, but one board
member, Loren Stewart, has left the
possibility open.
Froines says he seriously wants to
debate Hansell, McCall and Stewarl,
"any time, anywhere," over the
controversy. He hasn't received any
answers yet.
He further admitted that "when
the governor calls for more stringent
codes, he is continuing the kind of
repressive effect going down all over
the country."
Froines added that he would
rather have the university fire him
than have the legislature penalize the
university. "It appears that they are
going to use my case to penalize the
university," he said.

After Froines first spoke on
campus in May, Clark appointed a
three-man committee to review his
status as a professor and determine if
he could be discharged for "cause,"
specifically "conduct unbecoming of
a faculty member."
The committee decided he did not
incite students to action prohibited
by law or by the disciplinary code,
and further, that it could not be
established from his remarks that he
"advocated violence or unlawful
acts."
The state attorney general's office
concurred with that view.
Clark also believes the term,
"condu~t Gagtantly unbecoming of a
faculty member" was not a
sufficiently objective standard.
The president concluded that if
Froines devotes his energies to
political activism to the neglect of
his responsibilities as a professor of
chemistry, he will be subject to
terminal appointment.
Froines' answer to that is "one
cannot see one's profession in
isolation to one's life," What
happens to him politically "may
affect very markedly whether I teach
or not," he said.
"We are dealing not only with a
question of a free and open
university," Froines continued.
"What is important is that the
university must serve the needs of
the people. If a university is
promulgating war, then the people in
that university have a right to disrupt

•
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WASHINGTON (UPI)-Student
protests, which paralyzed many
U.S. colleges last spring, will
continue to be a conspicuous part
of campus life this fall.
That is the prediction of an
overwhelming majority of
educators and students
interviewed by a team of UPI
reporters at 72 colleges in 31
states, 1
"The Vietnam war is still in
progress, the environment is still
being polluted, racism , is still
rampant-what's changed?" said a
Princeton senior.
Most college administrators
voiced hope that protests will
remain peaceful during the new
academic year. instead of
exploding in violence and
disruption as some did after the
U.S. invasion of Cambodia last
April. But there was an underlying
tone of uncertainty and anxiety.
"I simply don't know what to
expect," said Wilbur Moulton,
dean of students at Southern
Illinois University, which was shut
down by student demonstrations
last May, "I'm convinced that
national and international affairs,
principally the Indochina war, will
be the main determining factor."
This view was shared by many
other educators and students.
"President Nixon's actions in
the coming months will be a
crucial factor in determining how
much unrest there'll be on
campuses this year," said the dean
of a New England university.
"If there's any heating up of
the war in Vietnam, or if
American forces re-invaded
Cambodia, there'll be hell to
pay," said another Eastern
educator who insisted on
anonymity.
Students said chances of
avoiding violence depend on how
college administrators and public
officials respond to peaceful
protests. If student dissatisfaction
is ignored or is met with
heavy-handed repression, they
said there is likely to be serious
trouble.
A third unpredictable element
is the outcome of the November
elections.
"A lot of students are trying to
'work through the system' by
campaigning for political
candidates," said a Stanford
University official. "If their
candidates don't win, it's hard to
tell what might happen."
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Many students agreed. They
said wholesale defeat of peace
candidates in November would
accentuate the feeling of
powerlessness that animates much
student protest, and would
strengthen the position of campus
radicals who contend it's futile to
seek change through the electoral
system.
Other findings of the
nationwide survey:
-There is growing pressure Oit
college admiministrators from
state legislatures, boards of
regents, alumni and local
authorities to take a hard line in
dealing with campus unrest.
Growing hostility towards student
activists among large segments of
the population may contribute to
confrontations.
-Radical student activity,
formerly centered in big name
schools of the East and the far
West, is spreading to many
formerly conservative schools in
the Midwest and South.
-Radical organizations such as
SDS are splintered into numerous
ideological factions. Their
full-time membership is very
small-on many campuses, only a
fraction of one percent of the
student body-but when they
have a popular issue to exploit,
their influence vastly exceeds
their numbers.
-Many students and educators
expect extreme groups to put less
emphasis this year on promoting
mass confrontations and to make
greater use of hit·and-run guen·illa
tactics such as bombings and
arson.
-Black students are leery of
joining whites in protests because
they fear they would take the
brunt of any retaliation. "When
they start shooting, they'll get us
first," said a radical black. They
intend to focus their own activity
on elimination of government and
university policies they consider
racist.
The ambivalent attitude of
many college administrators
toward the chances for campus
peace was typified by President
Robert White of Kent State
University at Kent, Ohio, where
four students were shot to death
by national guardsmen in May.
White told UP! he is "hopeful"
of a trouble·free year, but added
in the next breath that the
university has taken stringent
precautions to maintain
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_Continued Violence·

it.
"I agree with Father Daniel
Berrigan that laws have to be broken.
The question today is not one of free
speech or civil liberties or academic
freedom. The question concerns
1000 people dying every week in
Vietnam."
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UPI Poll Indicates
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'Oh, Senator ... ?'
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"security" on the campus.
Robert Perrin, vice president of
Michigan State University, said,
"We know of no outstanding
issues that would provide any
excuse for violent activity this
fall." But he also added quickly
that "it would be foolish for
anybody tci try to predict what
will happen."
Fr. Theodore M. Hesburgh,
president of Notre Dame, said
colleges reflect the world around
them. "There will be no peace on
campus unless there is a more
reasonable amount of peace in the

world," he said.
Student leaders said the protest
movement has lost none of its
steam over the summer recess.
"Nothing has improved._ Why
should there be less dissent?" said
Frank Rich, editorial chairman of
the Harvard Crimson. "The
Vietnam War is now the
Indochina war. The government is
becoming more repressive of

dissent. It has gone backwards on
race relations. We've had a lot of
talk about pollution; but little
substantial action. Much of the
university remains the tool of an
oppressive society. And we're
supposed to be quiet?"
Michael Jaliman, student
government president of the
University of Wisconsin, said, "I'd
be less than realistic to predict
anything but a . continuation of
violence."
He said a significant number of
Wisconsin students are stockpiling
weapons in anticipation of a
bloody showdown.
Public demands for sterner
handling of campus disorders were
reflected in actions taken during
the late spring and summer by
legislatures or boards of regents in
Ohio, Florida, Iowa, West
Virginia, Maryland, California,
Michigan and Arizona.
Typically, these new laws
and/or regulations provide for
suspension of students or faculty
members participating in
"disruptive" activities. Some
provide stiff penalties for
outsiders who come onto a
campus to "foment disorder."
Florida's law requires universities
to refuse admission to applicants
with records of "disruption" on
other campuses.
Many of the students
interviewed in the UPI survey
viewed these actions as an
ominous indication that
authorities will react to student
protest this year in ways that will
aggravate tensions.
While the national
government's policies have usually
provided the basis for protest,
they said, the reaction of local
authorities is crucial to its
outcome. Students cited violent
incidents at Harvard, Berkeley and
above all, Kent State, as examples
of how authorities can fuel
campus unrest by resorting to
violence in an effort to repress it.
"Student martyrs are the most
effective rallying point the
radicals have," a University of
Wisconsin junior said.
Administrators of leading
private universities, particularly
in' the East, have tried to be
flexible in dealing with radicals in
the last two years, Unhampered
by local and state political
pressures for a hardline attitude,
many of these schools have
brought studeJ;lts into their
decision-making process to some
extent, and in several cases have
acceded to student demands, such
as the abolition of ROTC.
Last spring many private
university presidents, such as
Kingman Brewster of Yale and
John Kemeny of Dartmouth,
sided with demonstrating students
and thus turned most of the
protest outward from their
colleges.
Administrators of many state
universities, however, have bowed
to public or legislative pressure for

a tough stand against studerit
protest. Student resentment is
running high, particularly on large
Midwestern campuses.
A senior at Ohio University said
state authorities are out to repress
not only political but also cultural
dissent. "It's rough being a freak
in Ohio," he said. The Ohio State
University (OSU) student
newspaper recently accused OSU
president Novice Fawcett of using
threats and suspension to silence
those calling for a change. It
warned that "40,000 angry
elements of change will hit the
campus this fall." Another OSU
student predicted that "All Ohio
schools will be closed down by
mid-October."
At the University of Wisconsin,
which has one of the larg-~:;.t·
radical groups in the country,
administrators have even
tightened social rules. "The
regents have never listened to the
students," said a Wisconsin
sophomore. "They think the sLate
police and the national guard are
the answer to legitimate protest.
Confrontation this fall is
inevitable."
Student activism, just two years
ago a phenomenon of the East
and West coasts, has spread
quickly into the Midwest and
South. Cultural change, expressed
in rock music, long hair and drugs,
has been accompanied by a
slightly slower political shift.
"When I was a freshman, this
was a straight, straight church
school. Last fall we started wit..h
the long hair and dope, After
Cambodia, we had a radical
movement going," said a junior at
Lutheran Wittenberg University in
Ohio.
At the University of Iowa,
more noted for its football team
than its SDS, 5000 students
demonstrated in the wake of the
Cambodian invasion. Even the
University of Alabama and the
University of South Carolina
experienced protest
demonstrations.
Several college administrators
speculated that campuses may
have seen the end of organized
confrontations such as building
seizures and strikes.
"What we are hearing is that
there will probably not be tl).e
degree of mass confrontations
we've had in the past," said
Eugene Klingan, assistant vice
president for student affairs at the
University of Wisconsin. "The
tactic will be hit·and·run, by a
small, hardcore group of very
dedicated people whose aim will
be destruction."
A spokesman for the University
of California at Berkeley said he
also expects an "increase in
guerrilla warfare.''
The survey indicated many
students have reached a point
where they might abandon hope
of changing a society they
consider corrupt and oppressive.
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